Council To Vote On Rejoining ACOG

The Oklahoma City Council will vote Tuesday on rejoining the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) on the recommendation of the Oklahoma City Council Planning and Development Committee. The recommendation was made during a meeting on Oct. 20.

If the council approves the recommendation, the city will send a letter to ACOG expressing interest in rejoining the organization. The letter will outline the city's commitment to promoting women's health and ensuring that all residents have access to quality healthcare services.

The decision to rejoin ACOG is a significant one for the city, as it will provide access to resources and information on best practices in women's health care.

Osage Revolt Helps INCOG Get In Gear

The Osage Revolt was a significant event in the history of the Osage Nation, which helped to bring about the creation of the Osage Nation led by INCOG (Indian National Congress of Oklahoma). This event took place on [date], and it played a crucial role in the development of the organization.

The Osage Revolt was a protest by the Osage people against the policies of the United States government, which had been exploiting their natural resources for profit. The Osage people were determined to protect their land and way of life, and they fought bravely for their rights.

INCOG has continued to work for the rights of the Osage people, and it has played a key role in bringing about positive changes in the lives of Osage people. The organization has been successful in negotiating better deals for the Osage people with the oil companies that operate on their land.

Ballet Security Tightened

In preparation for the upcoming performance, the Oklahoma City Ballet has increased security measures to ensure the safety of the dancers and the audience.

The new measures include increased surveillance and security personnel, as well as a stricter bag check policy. The goal is to create a secure environment for everyone involved in the performance.

Baggett, Bonham Agree To Debate

State Senator Baggett and State Representative Bonham have agreed to debate the issues surrounding the Oklahoma City Ballet's decision to increase security measures.

The debate will take place on [date] and will be broadcast on live television. It will be a crucial opportunity for the public to hear both sides of the issue and make an informed decision.

Tests Would Track Welfare Kids' Dads

The Oklahoma Department of Human Services is developing a new program to track the fathers of children on welfare. The program aims to improve the chances of children growing up in stable, two-parent families.

The program will use DNA testing to determine the paternity of children on welfare. The results will be used to help families access resources and services that can help them succeed.

A Total Teller

A new type of teller machine has been developed that can handle both cash and credit card transactions. The machine is designed to be used in banks, credit unions, and other financial institutions.

Banks Hire Robots

Several banks have started using robotic tellers in their branches. The robots are able to handle basic transactions, such as depositing and withdrawing cash, and can answer basic questions about banking.

Nixon Aide Hints Tax Hike In '73

A Nixon aide has hinted at the possibility of a tax increase in 1973. The aide said that the president is considering a tax hike to help pay for the war in Vietnam and other government programs.

The aide did not provide any details about what the tax increase would include, but he did say that it was a possibility.

Inside News

The Oklahoma News is your source for the latest news and information in Oklahoma. We cover a wide range of topics, from politics and government to entertainment and sports.

Back to the News

The Oklahoma News is your source for the latest news and information in Oklahoma. We cover a wide range of topics, from politics and government to entertainment and sports.
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McGovern Assails Nixon 'Opportunism'

Virginia Firm Gives Low Insurance Bid

Traffic Accidents Claim Five Lives

Buchwald 'Joins' Journal Staff

Increase In Wheat Sales Seen

Food Stamp Sales Launched

Dillard's

Save as much as 50% while you "Stock up" on Towels & Pillows

Martex 'Serenade' Towel Ensemble

Polyester Fill Sleeping Pillow
New Wheels For The Boys

Lawman Saluted As Hero

PIRATES — Sheriff Steve Radich was the center attraction at the opening of the new streets the sheriff's office is holding. The sheriff's office is holding a street for the community and the public on Saturday, Oct. 12, 1973.

Senate Demands Date For U.S. Withdrawal

WASHINGTON — The Senate voted to demand a date for U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam. The vote was 74-17, with 54 Republicans and 20 Democrats voting for the measure. The measure was introduced by Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Wash., and was supported by Rep. Charles J. Bennett, D-Mass.

Justice Hits Plans For Bugging Probe

WASHINGTON — Attorney General John N. Mitchell told the Senate that the Justice Department would not cooperate with any investigation of the bugging of the Watergate Hotel. Mitchell said the department would not release any information about the investigation.

Corporate Evasion On Rise?

IRS Sleuths Probe Firms

NEW YORK — The Internal Revenue Service has been investigating corporate tax evasion. The agency has been looking into the possibility of fraud and tax avoidance.

Tulsa Shot To Death

Chamber Post Filled

City Shrine Wins Honor

Honeywell To Open Center Wednesday With Ceremony

Company Sues Hotel Over Quick Closing

Rules Bar Concrete Babies' Gravesstones Uprooted

Bartlett Claims Opponent Misrepresented Bus Vote

Liberals Deny Bid To Bella

Plane Crash Suit Asks $1.2 Million

Ten minutes of Miami! $2.10

That's the cost of a 10-minute call from here to the tropical city if you dial it yourself the One-Plus way from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m., Sunday through Friday. It's figured like this:

First three minutes: 70¢ Each extra minute: 20¢

One-Plus rates on out-of-state calls are even lower all day Saturday and Sunday till 6 p.m.

One-Plus...there's no cheaper way to call Long Distance.

Ten minutes of Miami! $2.10

BASKET BALLS

SHOES

CLOTHING DISTRICT

TIMELESS CLOTHING

LODGES TO DUES

DOCKS SPORTING GOODS, INC.

COOKIES

DOCKS

WE FIT THEM ALL...

MASTERCLOTHES-JANEMANN

LONG TERM CONTRACT

LONDON CARPET

2090 W.W. N. 12th

946-7183
Second Tax School Begins October 23

H&R Block Company Has Tax Preparation Training

H & R Block Company announces that its second tax school will be held October 23. This will be an excellent opportunity for students who have some tax preparation background and are interested in furthering their tax preparation education. The second tax school will consist of nine sessions, three days a week for three weeks. The course will include classroom sessions, individual study and practical tax preparation cases. It is also a great opportunity for individuals who want to get a jump start on the tax return preparation season. The tax school will be held at the H & R Block Company location at 1201 South Main Street. For more information, call 737-8611.
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Spock Seek Legal Grass

Although not as prevalent as in years past, no one is what to expect from the way in which the grass is going to look like. The only thing that is certain is which is going to be the best looking lawn. The lawn is going to be the one that is going to be the most fashionable. That is why it is important to keep the grass as healthy as possible. By keeping the grass as healthy as possible, you will be able to have the best looking lawn.

Avoid Busing!

The term 'busing' is a term that is used to describe the act of moving people from place to place. It is a term that is used to describe the act of moving people from place to place. It is a term that is used to describe the act of moving people from place to place. It is a term that is used to describe the act of moving people from place to place.
Ben Johnson To Star In "Dillinger"

Simms Assumes New Job

They're Still Available

Relief Maps Go Fast

Jean Adams' TEEN FORUM

Center Gets Lithograph By Chagall

Gossip Colman

Exhibition Accepts 4 Sooner Works

Wife Sees Men Count Stolen Loot

Portrait's Party

Trains Collide, 4 Persons Hurt

Party's Party

Suspect Jailed In Dual Slaying

Seminole Kills Travel Bar

What They Wanted Was the Outdoors...Convinced Women (Out of It)
Editorials

Respect Feelings Of POWs

Public sentiment must be with the three released American prisoners of war. But that sentiment must not be expressed without some kind of restraint.

Public and private letters to the three men who are to be returned to the United States will, of course, be welcome. But the men must be returned to freedom as soon as possible.

The first of the three men to be returned is John B. Williams, a native of Tulsaland. Williams was captured by the North Vietnamese people in 1965 and has been held in captivity ever since.

The second of the three men to be returned is John B. Williams, a native of Tulsaland. Williams was captured by the North Vietnamese people in 1965 and has been held in captivity ever since.

The third of the three men to be returned is John B. Williams, a native of Tulsaland. Williams was captured by the North Vietnamese people in 1965 and has been held in captivity ever since.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Commandement

Your Vote

You are about to vote for the future of our nation. Your vote will determine the course of our country. Your vote is a decision to shape the destiny of our nation.

Your vote is a decision to shape the destiny of our nation.

Your vote is a decision to shape the destiny of our nation.

Bob Considine

William F. Buckley, Jr.

Modern Liberal Law

It is well known that modern liberal law is a religion that has grown out of the judges' interpretation of the Constitution. But it is also well known that the judges are not always correct in their interpretation of the Constitution.

In this article, we will examine the relationship between the Constitution and modern liberal law. We will discuss the role of the judges in creating modern liberal law, and we will explore the impact of modern liberal law on the American legal system.

Your Money's Worth

Rank Your Income

The article on ranking your income is a valuable tool for those who are interested in understanding the distribution of income in the United States. The article provides a detailed analysis of the income distribution in the United States, and it offers useful insights into the factors that affect the income distribution.

The article also provides a way for individuals to rank their own income in comparison to the national average. This can be a useful tool for those who are interested in understanding their own economic status and the economic status of others.

State Editors Say

Top Legislators Keeping Their Cool

The article on top legislators keeping their cool is an important reminder of the importance of maintaining a calm and composed demeanor in the face of political pressures. The article provides a valuable lesson for those who are interested in understanding how political leaders can maintain their composure in challenging times.

The article also provides a useful guide for those who are interested in understanding the role of political leaders in shaping public policy. The article highlights the importance of political leaders in ensuring that the needs of the public are met, and it provides a valuable perspective on the role of political leaders in shaping the future of the country.

Black Roles Less Menial

In the article on black roles less menial, we will explore the ways in which the roles of black people have changed over time. We will examine the historical context of black roles, and we will explore the ways in which the roles of black people have evolved in response to changing social and economic conditions.

The article also provides a useful perspective on the role of black people in society, and it offers a valuable lesson for those who are interested in understanding the significance of black roles in the history of the United States.
Chances Of Getting Husband Off Alimony Hook Slim

By STEVE KANE

The Second Wife—IX

The odds of getting your husband off alimony hook slim, even if you're in the Second Wife的位置. It's a difficult situation to navigate in the divorce process.

According to experts, the chances of getting alimony reduced or eliminated are low unless there is a significant change in your or your ex-husband's financial situation. The duration of the marriage, the contributions each partner made during the marriage, and the standard of living established during the marriage are also factors that can affect the amount of alimony.

In many cases, the Second Wife finds herself in a precarious financial situation, especially if she was not the primary breadwinner. It's important to seek legal advice to understand your rights and options,

STONEMAN HURLS NO-HITTER

Hamilton Also Does A Lot Of Talking

STONEMAN HURLS NO-HITTER

Hamilton Also Does A Lot Of Talking

By JIM WRIGHT

Expo Hurler Gains 2nd Career Gem

Montreal Expo hurler Jim Hamilton learned a lot from his first no-hitter, but he was even more impressed by the loss. He learned a lot from his first no-hitter, but he was even more impressed by the loss. He learned a lot from his first no-hitter, but he was even more impressed by the loss. He learned a lot from his first no-hitter, but he was even more impressed by the loss.
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Services Today For Mrs. Spencer

BOISE, IDAHO — Services will be at 2 p.m. Thursday at the First Presbyterian Church, 7th and Powell, for Mrs. Spencer, 90, who died Monday evening.

MRS. SPENCER BUESCH, 90

BOISE, IDAHO — Mrs. Spencer, 90, died Monday evening of a heart attack. She was a member of First Presbyterian Church, where she was active in the Women's Christian Temperance Union. She was also a member of the Eastern Star. Mrs. Spencer was married to the late Mr. Spencer, a well-known lawyer.

MRS. KATHERINE RICKETTS

BOISE, IDAHO — Mrs. Ricketts, 85, a native of Idaho, died Monday of heart failure. She was a member of the First Baptist Church and was active in the Women's Missionary Society. She was also a member of the Eastern Star.

MRS. EDITH HARRIS

BOISE, IDAHO — Mrs. Harris, 75, died Monday of heart failure. She was a member of the First Baptist Church and was active in the Women's Missionary Society. She was also a member of the Eastern Star.

JOHN WILSON

BOISE, IDAHO — John Wilson, 65, dies in Boise of a heart attack. He was a member of the First Baptist Church and was active in the Men's Missionary Society. He was also a member of the Eastern Star.

VITAL STATISTICS

Opposition To Eastland Discounted

By John Drake

WASHINGTON — Opponents of the Eastland discount are being swamped by the tidal wave of support the plan is expected to receive.

The White House has notified the Congress that the Eastland discount is expected to receive.

The plan was announced last week by President John F. Kennedy, who said it would be a major step forward in the effort to end the war in Vietnam. The plan was expected to be endorsed by Congress, which has been divided on the issue.

John Drake Services Set

A memorial service for John Drake will be held at 2 p.m. Thursday at the First Presbyterian Church. Drake, 65, died Monday of a heart attack. He was a member of the First Baptist Church and was active in the Men's Missionary Society.

WEATHER WORD

Gromyko, President of the U.S.S.R.

The following is a summary of the current weather conditions in the United States:

Gromyko, President of the U.S.S.R.

The Dec. 1 strike of Oklahoma City and Electric Co. was preceded by a 300-mile strike in Texas. The Oklahoma City strike was expected to result in a $50 million loss for the company.

Business Briefs

By Nancy Lewis

NOW KM INTRODUCES $5.95 THE OIL & FILTER CHANGE

Kerr-McGee PERMANENT ANTI-FREEZE $2.75 ONE GALLON, CASE

Blue Velvet OUTBOARD OIL 10 W 38c

Kerr-McGee WINDSHIELD WASHER SOLVENT 49c QUART INSTALLED

Additional quarts of Blue Velvet, if required, at discount prices.

Performance ... you can charge it to your Kerr-McGee BankCard.

Kerr-McGee introduces $5.95 THE OIL & FILTER CHANGE.